Effectiveness of Colonoscopy Screening vs Sigmoidoscopy Screening in Colorectal Cancer
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Abstract

IMPORTANCE Randomized clinical screening trials have shown that sigmoidoscopy screening reduces colorectal cancer (CRC) incidence and mortality. Colonoscopy has largely replaced sigmoidoscopy for CRC screening, but long-term results from randomized trials on colonoscopy screening are still lacking.

OBJECTIVE To estimate the additional screening benefit of colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS This comparative effectiveness simulation study pooled data on 358,204 men and women randomly assigned to sigmoidoscopy screening or usual care in 4 randomized sigmoidoscopy screening trials conducted in Norway, Italy, the US, and UK with inclusion periods in the years 1993 to 2001. The primary analysis of the study was conducted from January 19 to December 30, 2021.

INTERVENTION Invitation to endoscopic screening.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Primary outcomes were CRC incidence and mortality. Using pooled 15-year follow-up data, colonoscopy screening effectiveness was estimated assuming that the efficacy of colonoscopy in the proximal colon was similar to that observed in the distal colon in the sigmoidoscopy screening trials. The simulation model was validated using data from Norwegian participants in a colonoscopy screening trial.

RESULTS This analysis included 358,204 individuals (181,971 women [51%]) aged 55 to 64 years at inclusion with a median follow-up time ranging from 15 to 17 years. Compared with usual care, colonoscopy prevented an estimated 50 (95% CI, 42-58) CRC cases per 100,000 person-years, corresponding to 30% incidence reduction (rate ratio, 0.70 [95% CI, 0.66-0.75]), and prevented an estimated 15 (95% CI, 11-19) CRC deaths per 100,000 person-years, corresponding to 32% mortality reduction (rate ratio, 0.68 [95% CI, 0.61-0.76]). The additional benefit of colonoscopy screening compared with sigmoidoscopy was 12 (95% CI, 10-14) fewer CRC cases and 4 (95% CI, 3-5) fewer CRC deaths per 100,000 person-years, corresponding to percentage point reductions of 6.9 (95% CI, 6.0-7.9) for CRC incidence and 7.6 (95% CI, 5.7-9.6) for CRC mortality. The number needed to switch from sigmoidoscopy to colonoscopy screening was 560 (95% CI, 486-661) to prevent 1 CRC case and 1611 (95% CI, 1275-2188) to prevent 1 CRC death.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE The findings of this comparative effectiveness study assessing long-term follow-up after CRC screening suggest that there was an additional preventive effect on CRC incidence and mortality associated with colonoscopy screening compared with sigmoidoscopy.

Key Points

Question What is the long-term additional benefit on colorectal cancer incidence and mortality associated with colonoscopy screening vs sigmoidoscopy screening?

Findings This comparative effectiveness simulation study of 358,204 adults showed a statistically significant 7 percentage point reduction in colorectal cancer incidence and mortality at 15-year follow-up of colonoscopy screening, which proportionally amounted to 30% benefit compared with sigmoidoscopy screening.

Meaning These findings suggest that the added benefit of colonoscopy screening is less than introducing sigmoidoscopy screening where no screening exists.
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screening, but the additional preventive effect was less than what was achieved by introducing sigmoidoscopy screening where no screening existed. The results probably represent the upper limit of what may be achieved with colonoscopy screening compared with sigmoidoscopy screening.

Introduction

Sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy are recommended screening tests for colorectal cancer (CRC).1,2 In 4 large randomized clinical trials, sigmoidoscopy screening reduced CRC incidence and mortality predominantly in the distal colon and rectum.3-6 Colonoscopy has largely replaced sigmoidoscopy for CRC screening.7,8 Observational studies suggest that colonoscopy is also associated with reduced proximal colon cancer incidence and mortality.9,10 The Nordic-European Initiative on Colorectal Cancer (NordICC) randomized clinical trial presented follow-up data comparing colonoscopy screening with usual care; after a 10-year follow-up, colonoscopy screening reduced CRC incidence by 18%, while no statistically significant reduction was observed for CRC mortality.11 Data on the effect of colonoscopy screening after longer follow-up are lacking from randomized trials.12 We therefore used a simulation analysis to estimate the additional benefit of colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy.

Methods

Included Trials

For this comparative effectiveness study, we pooled data from 4 randomized clinical trials with 15 or more years of follow-up after sigmoidoscopy screening for CRC from Norway (Norwegian Colorectal Cancer Prevention trial [NORCCAP]), the US (Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial [PLCO]), the UK (UK Flexible Sigmoidoscopy Screening Trial [UKFSST]) and Italy (Screening for Colon Rectum trial [SCORE]).3-6 Inclusion periods were in the years 1993 to 2001. Furthermore, we used the colonoscopy screening results from the Norwegian part of the NordICC trial.11 All trials were approved by ethics committees in their countries or regions and are registered in clinical trial registries. All participants in the trials, except those randomly assigned to the control group of the NORCCAP trial (who were never contacted), provided written informed consent. Details on each endoscopy screening trial have been published previously and are described in brief in eMethods 1 in Supplement 1.3-6 The current study complies with the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) reporting guideline for comparative effectiveness research (eAppendix 1 in Supplement 1).13

Data Acquisition

We extracted aggregated data from the 4 sigmoidoscopy screening trial databases and merged them into a central database at the University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway. Due to the data protection legislation in Europe, individual patient data could not be shared across the trials (eMethods 2 in Supplement 1). Instead, we used aggregated anonymized data, including number of individuals aged 55 to 64 years in each trial, person-years of follow-up for incidence and mortality, and most recent number of CRC cases and deaths, by cancer site, randomization group, and sex.3-6 Individuals aged 50 to 54 years in NORCCAP and 65 to 74 years in the PLCO were not included in our analysis.

For individuals invited to a screening, we collected data on screening attendance and referral for colonoscopy after positive screening sigmoidoscopy,3-6 colonoscopy attendance, and details on polyps and CRCs detected at sigmoidoscopy screening and colonoscopy. For validation of our
Simulation of Colonoscopy Screening
The observed effects of sigmoidoscopy screening in the 4 trials have been published. We estimated the effectiveness of colonoscopy screening for CRC incidence and mortality and compared the results with both usual care and actually performed sigmoidoscopy screening by simulation analyses applying the following assumptions:

• Attendance for screening colonoscopy is the same as the observed attendance for screening sigmoidoscopy in the trials.
• For participants who had a colonoscopy after a positive sigmoidoscopy, the effectiveness of screening colonoscopy (for CRC incidence and mortality) is the same in these individuals (Figure 1).
• The reduction in distal CRC incidence and mortality is the same after colonoscopy screening as the observed reduction after sigmoidoscopy screening (Figure 1).
• The relative reduction in proximal colon cancer incidence and mortality after colonoscopy screening is the same as the relative reduction in the distal colorectum observed in the sigmoidoscopy trials.

In all analyses, the distal colorectum was defined as the descending colon, sigmoid colon, and rectum. All other segments were defined as the proximal colon. Our colonoscopy screening simulation assumed a once-only screening invitation and probably represents an upper limit of what may be achieved with colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy screening. We did not estimate adverse effects or harms of colonoscopy.

Statistical Analysis
All trial participants were assigned 1 of 4 groups, as defined in Figure 1. In the PLCO, individuals were counted as attenders if they underwent screening sigmoidoscopy at baseline or 3 or 5 years after baseline. All analyses were performed for CRC incidence and CRC mortality, for women and men combined and separately.

Sigmoidoscopy Screening Effectiveness
First, we calculated the cumulative rates (events per 100 000 person-years) and risks (events per 100 000 individuals after a 15-year follow-up) for CRC incidence and CRC mortality for the sigmoidoscopy screening and usual care group in each trial, overall and by site (proximal colon and distal colorectum). The observed effects of sigmoidoscopy screening in the 4 trials have been published. We estimated the effectiveness of colonoscopy screening for CRC incidence and mortality and compared the results with both usual care and actually performed sigmoidoscopy screening by simulation analyses applying the following assumptions:

• Attendance for screening colonoscopy is the same as the observed attendance for screening sigmoidoscopy in the trials.
• For participants who had a colonoscopy after a positive sigmoidoscopy, the effectiveness of screening colonoscopy (for CRC incidence and mortality) is the same in these individuals (Figure 1).
• The reduction in distal CRC incidence and mortality is the same after colonoscopy screening as the observed reduction after sigmoidoscopy screening (Figure 1).
• The relative reduction in proximal colon cancer incidence and mortality after colonoscopy screening is the same as the relative reduction in the distal colorectum observed in the sigmoidoscopy trials.

In all analyses, the distal colorectum was defined as the descending colon, sigmoid colon, and rectum. All other segments were defined as the proximal colon. Our colonoscopy screening simulation assumed a once-only screening invitation and probably represents an upper limit of what may be achieved with colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy screening. We did not estimate adverse effects or harms of colonoscopy.

Statistical Analysis
All trial participants were assigned 1 of 4 groups, as defined in Figure 1. In the PLCO, individuals were counted as attenders if they underwent screening sigmoidoscopy at baseline or 3 or 5 years after baseline. All analyses were performed for CRC incidence and CRC mortality, for women and men combined and separately.

Sigmoidoscopy Screening Effectiveness
First, we calculated the cumulative rates (events per 100 000 person-years) and risks (events per 100 000 individuals after a 15-year follow-up) for CRC incidence and CRC mortality for the sigmoidoscopy screening and usual care group in each trial, overall and by site (proximal colon and distal colorectum). The observed effects of sigmoidoscopy screening in the 4 trials have been published. We estimated the effectiveness of colonoscopy screening for CRC incidence and mortality and compared the results with both usual care and actually performed sigmoidoscopy screening by simulation analyses applying the following assumptions:

• Attendance for screening colonoscopy is the same as the observed attendance for screening sigmoidoscopy in the trials.
• For participants who had a colonoscopy after a positive sigmoidoscopy, the effectiveness of screening colonoscopy (for CRC incidence and mortality) is the same in these individuals (Figure 1).
• The reduction in distal CRC incidence and mortality is the same after colonoscopy screening as the observed reduction after sigmoidoscopy screening (Figure 1).
• The relative reduction in proximal colon cancer incidence and mortality after colonoscopy screening is the same as the relative reduction in the distal colorectum observed in the sigmoidoscopy trials.

In all analyses, the distal colorectum was defined as the descending colon, sigmoid colon, and rectum. All other segments were defined as the proximal colon. Our colonoscopy screening simulation assumed a once-only screening invitation and probably represents an upper limit of what may be achieved with colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy screening. We did not estimate adverse effects or harms of colonoscopy.

Statistical Analysis
All trial participants were assigned 1 of 4 groups, as defined in Figure 1. In the PLCO, individuals were counted as attenders if they underwent screening sigmoidoscopy at baseline or 3 or 5 years after baseline. All analyses were performed for CRC incidence and CRC mortality, for women and men combined and separately.

Sigmoidoscopy Screening Effectiveness
First, we calculated the cumulative rates (events per 100 000 person-years) and risks (events per 100 000 individuals after a 15-year follow-up) for CRC incidence and CRC mortality for the sigmoidoscopy screening and usual care group in each trial, overall and by site (proximal colon and distal colorectum).
distal colorectum) (eMethods 3 in Supplement 1, step 1). Next, we used the cumulative incidence rates to calculate rate ratios and rate differences (cases prevented per 100 000 person-years) for sigmoidoscopy screening compared with usual care for the individual trials. Similarly, we used risks to calculate the risk difference (cases prevented per 100 000 individuals 15 years after screening). The number needed to invite to screening (NNS), to prevent 1 CRC case or 1 CRC death was calculated as the inverse of the risk difference. The individual trial results were then pooled to calculate overall cumulative rates, rate ratios, risks, risk differences, and NNS.

**Colonoscopy Screening Effectiveness**

To estimate the additional number of cases prevented with colonoscopy, we used the observed number of proximal colon cancer cases among screening attenders who did not have a colonoscopy (the screening negative group) (Figure 1) and the sigmoidoscopy rate ratios for distal CRC incidence (rate ratio sigmoidoscopy, distal colon) among all screening attenders. In each trial, the number of proximal CRC cases prevented by colonoscopy was calculated as the observed number of proximal cases among the screening negatives multiplied by 1 minus rate ratio sigmoidoscopy, distal colon (ie, proximal CRC cases prevented = observed number of proximal CRC cases in screening negative × [1 – rate ratio sigmoidoscopy, distal colon]) (Figure 1; eMethods 3 in Supplement 1, step 2).

The resulting numbers of CRC cases prevented were then subtracted from the observed total number of CRC cases in the sigmoidoscopy screening group (which included the screening nonattenders group, sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy group, and sigmoidoscopy only, no colonoscopy group (Figure 1)) to estimate the number of CRC cases colonoscopy screening would capture (CRC cases prevented by colonoscopy = observed number of CRC cases in screening group – proximal CRC cases prevented (by switching to colonoscopy)). Next, we calculated cumulative rates, rate ratios, and rate differences following colonoscopy screening compared with usual care for the individual trials. The individual trial results were then pooled to calculate cumulative rates, rate ratios, rate differences, risks, risk differences, and NNS for colonoscopy screening across trials. A similar method was used to calculate number of CRC deaths prevented by colonoscopy.

**Colonoscopy Screening vs Sigmoidoscopy Screening**

We calculated rate ratios, rate differences, and risk differences for colonoscopy screening compared with sigmoidoscopy screening for the individual trials and pooled the results as described for sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy screening effectiveness. The number of individuals needed to switch from sigmoidoscopy to colonoscopy screening to prevent 1 additional event was calculated as the inverse of the risk difference between sigmoidoscopy screening and colonoscopy screening.

**Calculations**

Trials were pooled with the inverse variance of trial specific estimates (eg, log rate ratio, rate difference) as weights, with the variance of the overall estimates calculated as the inverse of the sum of the weights. We used bootstrapping to estimate the variances of the colonoscopy screening effectiveness metrics (eg, log rate ratio, rate difference) in the individual trials, because their estimates, which involved the distal sigmoidoscopy rate ratio, were too complex to compute the variance directly. A description of how we validated our simulation is presented in eMethods 4 in Supplement 1.

We used the z test to compare colonoscopy screening effectiveness (rate ratios and additional benefits) in women vs men. All tests were 2-sided and statistical significance was defined as \( P < .05 \). Rates are presented per 100 000 person-years. The primary analysis of the study was conducted from January 19 to December 30, 2021, using Stata, version 17.0 (StataCorp LLC), and SAS, version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc).
Results

Baseline Characteristics

Our analyses comprised 358,204 individuals aged 55 to 64 years, 181,971 women (51%) with 2,795,577 person-years of follow-up and 176,233 men (49%) with 2,590,547 person-years of follow-up. Baseline characteristics of the 4 trials are shown in eTable 2 in Supplement 1. The median follow-up time of the trials ranged from 15 to 17 years (up to 19 years for mortality). In the 4 trials, screening attendance among individuals randomly assigned to screening was 54% to 85% for women and 62% to 89% for men. Pooled characteristics of follow-up and CRC incidence and mortality are presented in Table 1. The percentage of individuals who underwent colonoscopy following a positive sigmoidoscopy result was lowest in the UKFSST (2% for women, 5% for men) and highest in the PLCO (18% for women, 28% for men).

Table 1. Pooled Characteristics of Enrolled Individuals and CRC Incidence and Mortality From 4 Sigmoidoscopy Screening Trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Total participants, No. (%)</th>
<th>Usual care, participants, No. (%)</th>
<th>Screening, participants, No. (%)</th>
<th>CRC incidence</th>
<th>CRC mortality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonattenders</td>
<td>Colonoscopy</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonattenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of individuals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>181,971</td>
<td>112,245</td>
<td>19,058</td>
<td>6138</td>
<td>44,530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>176,233</td>
<td>108,466</td>
<td>15,893</td>
<td>9796</td>
<td>42,078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Colonoscopy Screening Simulation

Colorectal Cancer Incidence

For women and men combined, sigmoidoscopy screening prevented an estimated 37 (95% CI, 30-44) CRC cases per 100 000 person-years compared with usual care (Figure 2A, Table 2), corresponding to a 23% (rate ratio, 0.77 [95% CI, 0.74-0.81]) CRC incidence reduction (Table 3).

With colonoscopy screening, an estimated 50 (95% CI, 42-58) CRC cases would be prevented per 100 000 person-years, corresponding to 30% (rate ratio, 0.70 [95% CI, 0.66-0.75]) CRC incidence reduction. The additional benefit of colonoscopy screening compared with sigmoidoscopy screening was 12 (95% CI, 10-14) fewer CRC cases per 100 000 person-years, corresponding to 6.9 percentage points (95% CI, 6.0-7.9 percentage points) CRC incidence reduction.

Estimated rate ratios for CRC by colonoscopy screening were 0.77 (95% CI, 0.70-0.85) in women and 0.66 (95% CI, 0.62-0.72) in men (P = .02 for sex difference) (Table 3), corresponding to additional benefits of 11 (95% CI, 8.1-14) fewer CRC cases per 100 000 person-years in women and 13 (95% CI, 10-15) in men following colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy screening (P = .33 for sex difference) (Table 2). Results for each trial are presented in eTable 3 in Supplement 1.

The NNS with sigmoidoscopy compared with usual care to prevent 1 CRC was 188 (95% CI, 158-231) for women and men combined, 352 (95% CI, 243-638) for women, and 126 (95% CI, 106-155) for men (Figure 2A).

Table 2. Numbers of CRC Cases and CRC Deaths Prevented After Sigmoidoscopy or Colonoscopy Screening Compared With Usual Care in Intention-to-Treat Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRC</th>
<th>Compared with usual care</th>
<th>As observed in sigmoidoscopy trials</th>
<th>As estimated for colonoscopy</th>
<th>Colonoscopy screening compared with sigmoidoscopy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of events prevented (95% CI)</td>
<td>NNS (95% CI)¹</td>
<td>No. of events prevented (95% CI)</td>
<td>NNS (95% CI)¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence</td>
<td>All individuals</td>
<td>37 (30-44)</td>
<td>188 (158-231)</td>
<td>50 (42-58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>20 (11-28)</td>
<td>352 (243-638)</td>
<td>31 (21-42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>56 (46-67)</td>
<td>126 (106-155)</td>
<td>70 (59-82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>All individuals</td>
<td>11 (7-14)</td>
<td>598 (450-888)</td>
<td>15 (11-19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>4 (0-9)</td>
<td>1478 (733-infinity)</td>
<td>8 (2-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>18 (12-23)</td>
<td>367 (280-533)</td>
<td>23 (17-29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CRC, colorectal cancer; NNS, number needed to invite to screening.

¹ Numbers are presented per 100 000 person-years; the number of additional events prevented is not exactly the difference of colonoscopy effectiveness minus sigmoidoscopy effectiveness because the trial weights were slightly different.

² Number of individuals who need to switch screening method (from sigmoidoscopy to colonoscopy) to prevent 1 additional event.
106-155) for men (Table 2). The NNS with colonoscopy compared with usual care to prevent 1 CRC was 139 (95% CI, 118-164) for women and men combined, 218 (95% CI, 161-336) for women, and 100 (95% CI, 85-120) for men. The number needed to switch from sigmoidoscopy to colonoscopy screening to prevent 1 additional CRC was 560 (95% CI, 486-661) for women and men combined, 610 (95% CI, 474-853) for women, and 541 (95% CI, 458-661) for men. Results of our validation of the CRC incidence simulation, using 10-year data from the NORCCAP and NordICC trials, are presented in eAppendix 2 in Supplement 1.

Colorectal Cancer Mortality

For women and men combined, sigmoidoscopy screening prevented 11 (95% CI, 7-14) CRC deaths per 100 000 person-years compared with usual care (Figure 2B, Table 2), corresponding to a 24% (rate ratio, 0.76 [95% CI, 0.70-0.83]) CRC mortality reduction (Table 3). With colonoscopy screening, 15 (95% CI, 11-19) CRC deaths would be prevented per 100 000 person-years, corresponding to 32% (rate ratio, 0.68 [95% CI, 0.61-0.76]) CRC mortality reduction. The additional benefit of colonoscopy screening compared with sigmoidoscopy screening was 4 (95% CI, 3-5) CRC deaths per 100 000 person-years, corresponding to 7.6 percentage points (95% CI, 5.7-9.6 percentage points) in CRC mortality reduction.

Estimated rate ratios for colonoscopy screening compared with usual care were 0.80 (95% CI, 0.67-0.96) in women and 0.62 (95% CI, 0.54-0.71) in men (P = .02 for sex difference) (Table 3). Compared with sigmoidoscopy screening, colonoscopy provided additional benefits of 3 (95% CI, 1-4) fewer CRC deaths per 100 000 person-years in women and 5 (95% CI, 4-6) fewer in men (P = .04 for sex difference) (Table 2). Results for each trial are presented in eTable 3 in Supplement 1. The NNS with sigmoidoscopy compared with usual care to prevent 1 CRC death was 598 (95% CI, 450-888) for women and men combined, 1478 (95% CI, 733-infinity) for women and 367 (95% CI, 280-533) for men (Table 2). The NNS with colonoscopy compared with usual care to prevent 1 CRC death was 415 (95% CI, 327-567) for women and men combined, 807 (95% CI, 478-2572) for women, and 281 (95% CI, 222-383) for men. The number needed to switch from sigmoidoscopy screening to colonoscopy to prevent 1 additional CRC death was 1611 (95% CI, 1275-2188) for women and men combined, 2248 (95% CI, 1376-6140) for women, and 1300 (95% CI, 1017-1798) for men.

Discussion

Our simulation analysis in this comparative effectiveness study found that the 15-year effectiveness of colonoscopy screening compared with usual care would be a 30% reduction in CRC incidence and Table 3. Results of Intention-to-Treat Analysis on CRC Incidence and Mortality After Sigmoidoscopy or Colonoscopy Screeninga

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRC</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
<th>Mortality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>As observed in sigmoidoscopy trials, rate ratio (95% CI)</td>
<td>As estimated for colonoscopy, rate ratio (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All individuals</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal CRC</td>
<td>0.66 (0.62-0.71)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.65-0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal CRC</td>
<td>0.72 (0.65-0.80)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.90-1.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All CRC</td>
<td>0.66 (0.62-0.71)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.65-0.80)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: CRC, colorectal cancer.

a Sigmoidoscopy screening effects are estimated from pooled data from the 4 randomized sigmoidoscopy screening trials. Colonoscopy screening effects are estimated from the same data, but with the screening effect in the proximal colon (by colonoscopy) assumed to be similar to the sigmoidoscopy screening effect in the distal colorectum.

b Numbers are percentage points.
a 32% reduction in CRC mortality. Compared with sigmoidoscopy screening, colonoscopy screening provided 7 percentage points' additional reductions in CRC incidence and mortality. The additional preventive effect of colonoscopy, compared with sigmoidoscopy, was less than what was achieved by introducing sigmoidoscopy screening where no screening exists. Our findings were based on screening with a single examination and did not include information on additional adverse effects or harms of colonoscopy, which is needed to comprehensively assess the benefit-to-harm ratio of different screening modalities.

The validation of our simulation model showed that the benefit of colonoscopy was comparable to the observed effect in the Norwegian portion of NordICC.11 Because no country-specific data on CRC mortality were available for NordICC, we could not perform a similar validation for mortality. Colonoscopy did not have a statistically significant effect on CRC mortality in the NordICC trial, whereas all sigmoidoscopy screening trials except SCORE found a reduction in CRC mortality after 10 years of follow-up.11,14-17 Insufficient statistical power in the NordICC trial has been suggested as a possible explanation for this observation, but improved treatment may also contribute.18 Long-term follow-up data of the NordICC trial will shed further light on the effectiveness of colonoscopy screening for CRC mortality.

Currently, 1 trial has reported data on the effect of colonoscopy screening on CRC incidence and mortality,11 but results from 3 other trials are awaited.19-21 Even before results from any randomized clinical trial were available, several health systems propagated colonoscopy screening under the assumption that the effect on CRC incidence and mortality is superior to other screening alternatives.22-24 Compared with sigmoidoscopy and fecal testing, colonoscopy involves a higher burden associated with the procedure (eg, more extensive bowel preparation) and occupies more time and resources, which are already limited.25 In meta-analyses, bleeding occurs in 5 per 1000 colonoscopies and perforation in 0.5 per 1000 colonoscopies; corresponding numbers from the sigmoidoscopy trials were 0.3 per 1000 screening attenders for both bleeding and perforation.26,27 Nongastrointestinal adverse events, such as cardiac events, may also occur after colonoscopy.28,29

The estimated reduction in CRC incidence and mortality from colonoscopy screening appeared to be larger in men than women, which is in line with a recent finding by members of our team of a possible sex difference in the estimated effectiveness of sigmoidoscopy screening.30 That study and other previous studies found a higher proportion of proximal cancers among women,31 who seem to have a higher risk of advanced adenomas and cancer in the proximal colon, compared with the distal colorectum.32,33 More than half of women with an advanced adenoma located in the proximal colon may not have any lesions in the distal part of the colorectum,34,35 which may explain the sex difference in benefit from sigmoidoscopy screening, in which the proximal colon is not reached.36 Indeed, our results showed that more men than women were referred to colonoscopy after sigmoidoscopy screening.

We used screening adherence as observed in the sigmoidoscopy screening trials, thus resembling an intention-to-treat analysis. This may explain the slightly lower effectiveness (50 fewer CRC cases per 100 000 person-years) compared with a previous modeling study (66 fewer CRC cases per 100 000 person-years) in which adherence was assumed to be 100%.37 In addition, colonoscopy screening trials have shown lower attendance rates (eg, 42% in the NordICC trial11) than in our simulation. A lower attendance rate would attenuate our estimates of an additional benefit by switching to colonoscopy screening.

Strengths and Limitations
The main strength of this study is the use of observed, long-term follow-up outcomes from all randomized sigmoidoscopy screening trials. Data from each trial had identical definitions of proximal and distal CRC, which reduced heterogeneity. We also validated our simulation method using observed results from the NordICC colonoscopy screening trial.11

Our study has limitations. We did not consider additional adverse effects or harms of colonoscopy. Furthermore, our assumptions may be criticized. First, the assumption that attendance
rate for colonoscopy screening would be similar to sigmoidoscopy screening was probably too optimistic. Indeed, attendance rates in colonoscopy screening trials have been lower than in trials of other CRC screening methods.11,19,38 Our assumption may thus overestimate the additional benefit of colonoscopy screening. Second, we assumed that a colonoscopy after a positive sigmoidoscopy screening had the same sensitivity for adenomas and cancer (eg, similar effectiveness in CRC incidence and mortality reduction) in the distal and proximal colon as a screening colonoscopy. However, colonoscopies performed after a positive screening test may be more meticulous when the patient has a high pretest probability of having pathological findings.39,40 Furthermore, we assumed that sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy had similar effectiveness for CRC incidence and mortality reduction in the distal colon, but because of more thorough bowel preparation, more lesions may be detected by colonoscopy.39,41,42 However, only 0.5% of individuals with negative sigmoidoscopy screening results were diagnosed with distal CRC during follow-up, suggesting that few distal CRCs remained undetected after a negative sigmoidoscopy result. Baseline data from the NordICC trial indicate only a slightly higher adenoma detection rate in the distal colon with colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy screening.43,44 In observational studies, the added benefit of colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy screening was confined to proximal colon cancer incidence and mortality.38,45

Our assumption that the effectiveness of colonoscopy screening in the proximal colon is similar to the effectiveness of sigmoidoscopy screening in the distal colon likely overestimates the effectiveness of colonoscopy screening. In 1 study, the simulated 10-year effectiveness of colonoscopy screening was similar to NordICC when the effectiveness in the proximal colon was reduced to 70% of the effectiveness in the distal colon.46 Possible reasons for this finding are a higher prevalence of serrated polyps in the proximal compared with the distal colon, and greater difficulty in the detection of preneoplastic lesions in the proximal colon.10,47 The incidence of proximal adenomas and cancers also shows an increasing trend with age.48 Furthermore, compared with men, women appear to have a higher proportion of advanced adenoma and cancer in the proximal colon.32,33 Overall, our assumptions likely entailed overestimation of the benefit of colonoscopy screening and hence provide an upper limit of what may be achieved with colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy.

Conclusions

In this comparative effectiveness study of CRC screening, colonoscopy screening was estimated to reduce CRC incidence by 30% and CRC mortality by 32%, compared with usual care. Compared with sigmoidoscopy screening, colonoscopy screening provided 6.9 percentage points additional reductions in CRC incidence and 7.6 percentage points additional reductions in CRC mortality, which means that the additional preventive effect of colonoscopy compared with sigmoidoscopy was less than what was achieved by introducing sigmoidoscopy screening where no screening existed.
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